tronomers and the beginning of the investigations to understand what these objects were
using spectrometers and photography.
A Brief History of Deep-Sky Object
Catalogs
Starting in the late 18 th century and
through the 19th astronomers endeavored to
catalog the objects in the sky and start to try
and make sense of them with classifications.
Many, if not most astronomers spent their
nights discovering non-stellar objects and
measuring their positions as best they could.
This began with Charles Messier of France
and was done in earnest by William Hershel.
The eventual result was the New General
Catalog (NGC) which was compiled by
Dreyer. Dreyer compiled all the observations
of numerous astronomers, including the

Herschels in the single catalog. The NGC
actually contains objects observed by the ancient Greeks. As might be expected the catalog was obsolete the moment it was published
in 1888. Astronomers kept finding more objects because new telescopes were being built
or objects were previously overlooked and astrophotography was making in-roads into observatories, including Chamberlin. These
new objects were added by Dreyer to a list
called the Index Catalog or IC list. The NGC
list consists of 7840 nonstellar objects. The
first Index Catalog, or IC I, was published in
1895 and contained 1520 objects. A second
Index Catalog (IC II) was published in 1908
containing an additional 3866 objects.
Clearly astronomers had been busy after the
NGC was published, since they added almost
5400 new objects in less than 20 years!

During the 20th century some astronomers
recognized many errors in the NGC catalog
and some confusion of objects in the IC I
and IC II. Attempts were made to clean-up
the catalogs. The confusion has continued
for a hundred years. The most recent study
of re-compiling the NGC and IC lists is being carried out under a project called, the
“NGC/IC Project” headed by Caltech astronomer, Dr. Harold Corwin with researchers in the US, Germany, and France (http://
www.ngcic.org/). This new project and in particular the work by Steinicke of the NCG/
IC Project, allows us to study the history of
the astronomers that contributed to the NGC
and IC catalogs. Their work allows us a new
appreciation of the work that was done and
to credit the observatories and astronomers
with the antique telescopes.

List of Nebula Discovered at Chamberlin Observatory, University Park, Colorado
*using the title of Dr. Howe’s published list of discoveries in the Minutes and Notes of the Royal Astronomical Society No. 58, 1898.
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